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Dear Colleague

Following recent instances at the Hub, I feel it necessary to write to you individually
with support of staff side colleagues, rather than display a notice that could be
missed.

Station security, vehicle parking and Station tidiness are the chief concerns that have
been picked up by independent visitors. Examples of this are:-

• Station front door being left open.
• Controlled Drug store being propped open.
• Vehicles not garaged at the end of shift.
• Vehicles not parked on the ready bay out front when on duty.
• Kitchen being left in a mess.
• Cups and plates not being washed up after use.

This list is none exhaustive but I would like to think you get the point. We are all
individually responsible for Station security, drug security and Station tidiness
and this letter is in effect, theiine in the sand. The Station was left in a mess today
and also unsecured overnight with even the side door of a vehicle being left open on
the car park. On this occasion I will not go back through the CCTV to see who was
last off Station, or look through the manning sheets to see which crews were on
Station. I will however do this and take appropriate action should the Station be left
unsecured again, same for the drugs safe and will actively dispose of cups etc., if the
kitchen is left in a similar state again.
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Trust us to care.



The brake will be removed from the front door to assist in the prevention of
reoccurrence of the Station security issues, however the mess left in the crew room
is very much an individual thing and each one of us uses the facility and therefore
has a responsibility to keep it clean and tidy. The same goes for the fridge.

There have also been instances of food going missing from the fridge that have been
in date and labeled so have not been disposed of and therefore likely stolen. This is
unacceptable and must stop now.

I welcome any thoughts you may have with how to ensure Station security
and tidiness as this is basic stuff. Please make either myself or Donna aware if you
have any suggestions.

_____ VJJo......uu;rs.............sincerely _
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Robert Marsh
Station Manager

Donna Malcolm
Staff Side Representative


